How to make your child a criminal
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It is easy to bring up a child into a criminal. All you have to do is to teach them *good and evil*. What? Can’t you see? Let me explain.
Imagine that there is a mother and child somewhere. The mother teaches him *good and evil* every day.

Murder is bad.
That’s why you don’t commit it!
The boy doesn't want to be disliked by his mother. He has decided not to commit murder.

Tell me mum,
if I were to become a bad boy,
would you grow to dislike me?

Naturally!
I don't tolerate bad boys!
That’s why you mustn’t commit murder.
One day the mother scolded the child:

"It is bad to litter in the park! I hate bad boys!"

The child doesn't want to be disliked by his mother. He's decided not to litter the park.
Another day, the mother scolded him again:

It is bad to smoke! It is absolutely forbidden! I hate bad boys!

He doesn't want to be disliked by his mother. He has decided not to smoke.
Well then, this still doesn’t seem harsh enough. So why don’t you shout at your children loudly if they fail to do something?

You’ve broken a dish!

You bad boy!
Now this is enough.

Ah, I’ve become a bad boy!
Mum hates bad boys!
Now the child has no reasons not to commit *bad things*. So he will litter, smoke or commit murder and will surely grow up to become the perfect criminal.

Mum doesn’t like me any more!

I am a bad boy anyway.
However...
Breaking dishes is dangerous; littering sullies the place; smoking causes disease; committing murder causes great pain.
If you explain to your child in detail why these acts are prohibited like the above, you cannot bring your child to become a criminal.

If you want your child to grow up into a criminal, only tell them what is good and evil!
Afterword

I have written this picture book “How to make your child a criminal” with the psychological theme of how the illusion of good and evil causes juvenile crimes.

The words/concept of good and evil work in the human mind on a subconscious level bearing a complex of illusions and such illusions cause crimes, either directly or indirectly: conflicts/suppression within one’s mind; division of people; fighting, abuses, wars or terrorism (For more details, please refer to my book, Good and Evil Addiction).

I have written this picture book with the aim of reducing these tragedies on earth.
If you empathize with this picture book, we would appreciate it if you could show them to your family and friends.

You can freely make copies of (download/print/distribute) this picture book, so long as you do not get any monetary gains. Obtaining profit/money from this book is strictly prohibited except under our written agreement.
You can also download other picture books and messages written by Jun Togo from the web below.
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